
In this chapter, you will lean to

. Structure an essay based on
its pa rts and functions.

. Organize your supporting
details.

Write the first draft oJ an
essay,

Use transiiions and
repetition to connect Your
ideas.

Write an effective
introduciion, conclusion, and
title for your essay.
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Drafting an Essay

Reflect on a Visual Text
The photograph to the left illustrates
a problem many people feel strongly
about and are committed to solving.

l! Ask yourself questions. what
exactly is the probiem? why does it
exist? Does the photograPh

effectively illustrate this problem?

[l Brainstorm ideas. working
alone or with two or three
classmates, write a sentence that
states your opinion on whY animal
rescue is or is not important. Then

support this opinion with a list of
detaits (evidence) from your own
knowledge and experience or do a

quick coogle search to locate

information. Numberyourbest piece

ofevidence 1, your second best piece

2, and so on. Cross out any details

that do not supportyour opinion, or
adjust your original sentence ifthe
evidence you gathered contradicts it.

ffi W.ite. Now write a paragraph
that begins with the sentence you
wrote expressingyour opinion and

includes your evidence, in order of
importance.
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The paragraph you wrote could be part of an essay on how animal rescue
programs work. To write an essay you would likely need to do additional pre-
writing and research on this topic. Then you would write a thesis statement,
develop supporting paragraphs, write an effective introduction and conclusion,
and choose a good title. This chapter will guide you through developing an
essay in support of a thesis statement, yet another part of the writing process
(see Figure 4.1, pp. 80-81). E

The Structure of an Essay
Figure 7.1 presents the structure ofan effective essay. As the figure shows, an essay

has a title and an introduction. It also makes an assertion (the thesis statement)
that is explained and supported throughout the body ofthe essay. The essay ends

Figure 7,1 The Stru€ture of an Essay: Parts and Functions

lvlay announce your subject

Sparks readers' interest

'q#.

Paragraph 1{or introduction can be two or more
paragraphs)

ldentifies your narrowed topic

Presents your thesis

lnterests your readers

Provides background

w-
Body pa]aglaphs*

Support and explain your thesis

Final paragraph

Reemphasizes your thesis (does tot merely
restate it)

L-** -! Draws your essay to a close :

+There is no set number of paragraphs that an essay should contain.The number depends 
i

on your narrowed topic, purpose, and audience 
l
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with a final statement, its conclusion. Each paragraph in an essay is unified and
coherent. (For more information about paragraphs, see Chapter 6.)

#rgme:ixe:tg Y. *a:?: Sespp#rti:ng #*?p f ?s

The body paragraphs ofyour essay support your thesis. Before you begin writing
these paragraphs, decide on the supporting evidence you will use and the order
in which you will present it. (For more on developing a thesis and selecting evi-
dence to support it, see Chapter 5.)

Srl*cii,"re; ee i,"f *tfu*# *f *rg*inix*ti*r:
Three common ways to organize ideas are most-to-least (or least-to-most) order,
chronological order, and spatial order.

s{*ss-g*-t*es"r {*R F,E,4ST-?*-tu€#gr} *H.efi g.

If you choose the most-to-least or the least-to-most method of organiz-
ing an essay, arrange your supporting details from most to least-or least to
most-important, familiar, interesting, or persuasive. You might begin with
your most convincing evidence or, alternatively, you might build up to your
strongest point. You can visualize these two options by examiningFigure 7 .2.

Exercise 7.1

For each ofthe following narrowed topics, identify several qualities or characteris-
tics that you could use to organize details in most-to-least or least-to-most order.

l. Stores in which you shop

2. Friends

3. Members of a sports team

4. Fast-food restaurants

5. Television shows you watched this week

#F€F*Ff *LSGgtr-ql *R*fl R

When you put your supporting details in the sequence in which they happened,
you are using chronological order. For this method of organization, begin the
body ofyour essay with the first event, and progress through the other events
as they occurred or should occur, whether the time increment is in minutes,
hours, days, or years. You can visualize chronological order with the help of
Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.2 Essay Organization: Most-to-Least and Least-to-Most
order

e@w
Most-to-Least

Thesis

Most important
supporting evidence

-w
Less important
supporting.'evidence

tr6.
Still less important
supporting evidences
Least important
supporting evidence

Final paragraph

Least-to-Most

Thesis

w.
Less important
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t!&
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supporting evidence

w
Still more important
supporting evidence

.qp
Most important
supporting evidence

w
Final paragraph

Figure 7.3 Essay Organization: Chronological Order
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Exercise 7.2

Working alone or with a classmate, identify at least one thesis statement from
those listed below that could be supported by paragraphs arranged in chrono-

logical order. Write a few sentences explaining how you would use chronological

order to support this thesis.

l. European mealtimes differ from those of many American visitors, much to

the visitors' surprise and discomfort.

2. Despite the many pitfalls that await those who shop at auctions, people can

find bargains ifthey prepare in advance.

3. My first day of kindergarten was the most traumatic experience of my child-
hood, one that permanently shaped my view of education'

4. Learning how to drive a car increases a teenager's freedom and responsibility.

, 'Ti ,,,1,L r. ii-1.j::i-l;;"

\{4ren you use spatial order, you organize details about your subject according to

their location or position in space. Consider, for example, howyou might use spatial

order to support the thesis that movie theaters are designed to shut out the outside

world and create a separate reality within. You could describe first the ticket booth,

then the lobby, and finally the individual theaters. Similarly, you might describe a

basketball court from midcourt to backboard or a person from head to toe.

You can best visualize spatial organization by picturing your subject in your
mind or by sketching it on paper, "Look" at your subject systematically-from
top to bottom, inside to outside, front to back. Cut it into imaginary sections or
pieces and describe each one in a logical order. Figure 7.4 shows two possible

options for organizing an essay using spatial order.

Exercise 7.3

Working alone or with a classmate, identify at least one thesis statement listed

below that could be supported by means of spatial organization. Write a few sen-

tences explaining how you would use spatial order to support this thesis.

l. Our family's yearly vacation provides us with a much-needed opportunity to
renew family ties.

2. My favorite place to escape to is because it

3. The most interesting architectural space on campus is

4. A clear study space can cut down on time-wasting distractions.
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Figure 7,4 Essay Organization: Two Ways to Use Spatial Order
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F-ssay in Progress 1

Choose one ofthe following activities.

1. Using the thesis statement and evidence you gathered for the Essay in Prog-
ress activities in Chapter 5, choose a method for organizing your essay. Then
explain briefly how you will use that method oforganization.

2. Choose one of the following narrowed topics. Then, using the steps in Figure 4.1

(pp. 80-81), prewrite to produce ideas, develop a thesis, and generate evidence
to support the thesis. Next, choose a method for organizing your essay and
briefly explain how you will use it.

a. Positive (or negative) experiences with computers

b. Stricter (or more lenient) regulations for teenage drivers

c. Factors that account for the popularity of action fikns

d. Discipline in public elementary schools

e. Advantages (or disadvantages) of text messaging
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Reading @ Writing orderluethod of organization

Be sure to identify the principle
that organizes what you are
reading, Doing so will help you
see the relationship among ideas
presented in the reading, which
will improve your understanding
of the main point.

Using an effective organization
shows that you have thought
carefully about the best way to
present information or make
an argument. Good writers
put themselves in the reader's
position, asking themselves, lf
I were going to read this essay,
what order would help me best
understand lhe material?

Preparing an Outline or a Graphic Organizer

After you have written a thesis statement and chosen a method of organization
for your essay, take a few minutes to write an outline or draw a graphic organizer
ofthe essay's main points in the order in which you plan to discuss them. Making
an organizational plan is an especially important step when your essay is long or
deals with a complex topic.

Outlining or drawing a graphic organizer can help you plan your essay as

well as discover new ideas to include. Either method will help you see how ideas
fit together and may reveal places where you need to add supporting information.

There are two t)?es of outlines - informal and formal. An informal outline, also
called a scratch outline, uses key words and phrases to list main points and subpoints.
An infonnal outline does not necessarily follow the standard outline format of num-
bered and lettered headings. Here is an example of one student's informal outline.

Sample Informal Outline

the9i92 Wotkinq as a literacy volunteer taught, me more aboul learning and
lriendehip t'lhan I ever expected,
?ara,raph 'l : Learned about the leatning ptocese

Wenlthtough etafr ttaininL prcqram

Leatned about wotds"in conlext"
?aragtaph 2t Discoverca the importance ol reading tor Marie

Couldn'ttake bus, walkedto \rocery store

Co uldn' t b uy c e (t ain pr o du at s

Coulin'i write ott groceryliets
?aragraph 3: Marie increased her eelf-confidence

Made rapid progrees

6egantakinqbus

Helped son with rcadino
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A formal outline uses Roman numerals (1, II), capital letters (A, B), Arabic
numbers (1, 2), and lowercase letters (a, b) to designate levels of importance.
There are two categories of formal outline: Sentence outlines use complete sen-
tences, and topic outlines use only key words and phrases. In either type of for-
rlal outline, minor entries are indented, as in the sample formal outline below.
Each topic or sentence begins with a capital letter. Here is a format showing the
beginning of a formal outline.

Format for a Formal Outline

L First main topic
A. First subtopic of I
B. Second subtopic ofI

1. First detail about I.B
2. Second detail about I.B

C. Third subtopic of I
1. First detail about I.C

a. First detail or example about I.C.1
b. Second detail or example about I.C.1

2. Second detail about I.C
II. Second main topic

Here is a sample outline that a student wrote for an essay for her interper-
.onal communication class.

Sample Formal Outline

L Tlpes of listening
A. Participatory

1,. Involves the listener responding to the speaker
2. Has expressive quality

a. Maintain eye contact
b. Express feelings using facial expressions

B. Nonparticipatory
't-. Involves the listener listening without talking or responding
2. Allows speaker to develop his or her thoughts without

interruption
C. Critical

1. Involves the listener analyzing and evaluating the message
2. Is especially important in college classes

a. Listen for instructors'biases
b. Evaluate evidence in support ofopinions expressed
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Remember that all items labeled with the same designation (capital letters,

for example) should be at the same level of importance, and each must explain or

support the topic or subtopic under which it is placed. Also, all items at the same

Ievel should be grammatically parallel.

Not parallel

Parallel

I. Dietary Problems

A. Consuming too much fat

B. High consumption of refined sugar

I. Dietary Problems

A. Consuming too much fat
B. Consuming too much reflned sugar

If your instructor allows, you can use both phrases and sentences within an

outline, as long as you do so consistently. You might write all subtopics (desig-

nated by capital letters A, B, and so on) as sentences and all supporting details

(designated by 1,2, and so on) as phrases, for instance.

Begin by putting your working thesis statement at the top of a piece of paper

o. *o.d-p.o.essing document. Then list your main points below your thesis. If
you are writing by hand, be sure to leave plenty of space between main points.

Whil. yo.r are filling in the details that support one main point, you will often

think of details or examples to use in support of a different main point. As these

details or examples occur to you, jot them down under or next to the appropriate

main point of your outline or graphic organizer. (For more about graphic orga-

nizers, see Chapter 2.)

The graphic organizer shown in Figure 7.5, which was made for the same

essay as the informal outline on pages 130-31, follows a chronological method

of organization.

Essay in Progress 2

For the topic you chose in Essay in Progress 1, write a brief outline or draw a

graphic organizer to show the organizational plan ofyour essay.

".':::.i.l:r'r: FfPft
Once you have collected your ideas and thought about how to organize them,

you are ready to write a first draft. A draft is a preliminary or tentative ver-

sion of your essay. Drafting is a process of puttingyour ideas into sentence and

paragraph form. It provides an opportunity to try out your ideas and see if and

how they work together. Expect to write several drafts before you end up with
one you are satisfied with. Use the guidelines in Table 7.7 fot assistance with
drafting.
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Figure 7.5 Sample Graphic Organizer

Conclusion

TheValue of Volunteering

Thesisr Working as a literacy volunteer taught me more
about learning and friendship than I ever expected.

w
Learned about the learning process

Went through staff training program

Learned aboutwords "in context"

Discovered the importance of reading for Marie

Couldn't take bus, walked to grocery store

Couldn't buy certain products

Couldn't write out grocery lists

Marie increased her self-confidence

Made rapid progress

Began taking bus

Helped son with reading

Developed a permanent friendship

Saw each other often

Both single parents

Helped each other babysit

I benefited more than Marie did.

Table 7.1 Guidelines for Writing a First Draft

Start by writing ol
reviewing your thesis
statement.

Work on developing and
elgressing ideas that
eJelain your thesis.

lMake sure your thesis statement is specific and
focused. (See Chapter 5 for suggestions on
writing a thesis statement.)

Use an outline or a graphic organizer as a
guide.Work on ideas that you likebestorthat
will support your thesis particularly well.
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Table 7.x (continued)

Guidelines

Devote one paragraph to
each important idea that
directly explains youl
thesis statement.

Think of drafting as a
means of experimenting
and testing ideas.

Be prepared to change
your topic or focus.

Focus on ideas lirst.

Allow time between
drafts.

Seek help from classmates
or others.

Reading @ Writing The First Draft

Most of the time, you read a final
work, not a first draft. However, you
may sometimes be asked to review
someone else's first draft.Think of
this review as an opportunity to
help someone else improve his or
her writing.The quidelines for peer
review in Chapter I (pp. 152-53)
may be helpful.

Tips

Refer to Chapter 6 for help with drafting and
organizing paragraphs.

Plan on making chanqes and writing several
drafts. As you draft, you may realize that some
ideas do not work.You may think of a better
way to organize your ideas. And you may
discover new ideas that are better than what
you originally sta rted with.

Once in a while, you may realize that your
topic isn't working or that you should choose
a different thesis statement- lf your draft isn't
working, do not hesitate to start over.

As you draft, first be concerned with
expressing your ideas. Once you are satisfied
that you have said what you want, then
locus on correctness - grammar, spelling,
punctuation, and so forth.

You will find that time away from the draft
gives you a fresh perspective and allows you

to improve on what you have written.

lf you think a draft is not working but do not
know why, do not hesitate to ask a classmate,
a writing center tutoL or your instructor to read
and comment on it.

It is besl to approach the first draft
with the expectation that it will
not be perfect and will need to
be revised. Understanding that a

draft is just the first step in writinq
a good essay may help to reduce
any anxiely you feel as you begin
a writing assignment.
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To show how your ideas are related, be sure to use transitions between sentences
.rnd paragraphs as well as repetition of key words and the synonyms and pro-
rouns that refer to them. Use transitions and repetition both within your para-
qraphs (see Chapter 6,pp.120-22) and between paragraphs.

-iecall that a transitional expression-which can be a word, phrase, clause, or
:entence-shows the reader how a new sentence or paragraph is connected to
:he one before or after it. A transitional expression may also remind the reader of
.n idea discussed earlier in the essay. For a list of commonly used transitions and
:he connections they suggest, see Table 6.2 on pages L20-2L.

In the example that follows, the italicized transitional clause connects the
.'.\ o paragraphs by reminding the reader of the main point of the first.

A compliment is a brief and pleasant way of opening lines of
communication and demonstrating goodwili. . . .

Although compliments do demonstrate goodwill, they should be used
sparingly; otherwise they may seem contrived. . . .

Especially in lengthy essays (five pages or longer), you may find it help-
':i to include one or more transitional clauses or sentences that recap what

,u have said so far and suggest the direction of the essay from that point
- :rr'ard. The following example is from a student essay on the invasion of
, ir-acy.

Thus, the invasion of privacy is not limited to financial and consumer
information; invasion of medical and workplace privacy is increasingly
common. What can individuals do to protect their privacy in each of
these areas?

Thus, at the beginning of the first sentence, signals that the sentence is going
.urnmarize the types of invasion of privacy already discussed in the essay. The

: --ond sentence signals that the discussion will shift to the preventive measures
-.t individuals can take.

::etition of key words or their synonyms (words that have similar meanings)
' n one paragraph to another helps keep your readers focused on your essay's

.-n point. In the following sentences, the italicized key words focus the readers'
' :ntion on the topic of liars and lying.
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There are many types of liars, but all put forth dishonest or misleading
information. The occasional liar is the most common type of liar and lies to
avoid embarrassing or unpleasant situations.

%Vrltixeg kkrar 3 ertr*dra*ti*n, * * ru*3 Ee s i*n,
ae?* ?ic?*
When you write an essay, you don't have to start with the title and introduction
and write straight through to the end. Some students prefer to write the body
of the essay first and then the introduction and the conclusion. Others prefer to
write an introduction as a way of getting started. Some students think of a title
before they start writing; others find it easier to write the title when the essay is
finished. Regardless of when you write them, the introduction, conclusion, and
title are important components of a well-written essay.

'oFriiir:*g € 5 fi"#*# iritye:du*ti*:a

Your introduction creates a first, and often lasting, impression. It focuses your read-
ers on your topic and establishes the tone ofyour essay. Based on your introduc-
tion, your readers will form an expectation of what the essay will be about and the
approach it will take. Because the introduction is crucial, take the time to get it right.

Two sample introductions to student essays follow Although they are writ-
ten on the same topic, notice how each creates an entirely different impression
and set of expectations.

Introduction 1

Sexual harassment has received a great deal of attention in recent
years. It occurs everywhere, from the highest offices of government to
factories in smail towns. Sexual harassment cases have been tried in
court and publicized on national television for all Americans to witness.
This focus on sexual harassment has been, in and of itself, a good
and necessary thing. However, when a f,rst-grade boy makes national
headlines because he kissed a little girl of the same age and is accused of
"sexual harassment," the American public needs to take a serious look at
the definition of sexual harassment.

Introduction 2
Sexual harassment in the workplace seems to happen with alarming

frequency. As a woman who works part-time in a male-dominated offlce,
I have witnessed at least six incidents of sexual harassment aimed at
me and my female colieagues on various occasions during the past three
months alone. For example, in one incident, a male coworker repeatedly
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made kissing sounds whenever I passed his desk, even after I explained
that his actions made me uncomfortable. A female coworker was invited
to dinner several times by her male supervisor; each time she refused. The
last time she refused, he made a veiled threat, "You obviously aren't happy
working with me. Perhaps a transfer is in order." These incidents were
not isolated, did not happen to only one woman, and were initiated by
more than one man. My colleagues and I are not the only victims. Sexual
harassment is on the rise and will continue to increase unless women
speak out against it loudly and to a receptive audience.

In introduction l, the writer focuses on the definition of sexual harassment.
-ntroduction 2 has an entirely different emphasis-the frequency of incidents
ri sexual harassment. Each introductory paragraph has a different tone as well.
-ntroduction I suggests a sense of mild disbelief, whereas introduction 2 con-
',evs anger, perhaps even outrage. From introduction l, you expect the writer
.r examine definitions of sexual harassment and, perhaps, suggest his or her
rrn definition. From introduction 2, you expect the writer to present additional

--:ses of sexual harassment and suggest ways women can speak out against it.
In addition to establishing a focus and tone, your introduction should do the

I 'llowing:

. present your thesis statement

" interest your reader

' provide any background information your reader may need

'e tbllowing suggestions will help you write strong introductions that capture
,ur readers' interest.

-. Ask a provocative or disturbing question. Also consider posing a series

of short, related questions that will direct your readers' attention to the key
points in your essay.

- Begin with a story or an anecdote. Choose one that will appeal to your
trudience and is relevant to your thesis.

i Offer a quotation. The quotation should illustrate or emphasize your thesis.

- Cite a little-known or shocking fact or statistic.

: ^\Iove from general to specific. Begin with the category or general subject
area to which your topic belongs, and narrow it to arrive at your thesis.

- State a commonly held misconception or a position that you oppose. Your
thesis would then correct the misconception or state your position on the issue.

- Begin with a striking example. This example should draw readers in with
surprising information or an interesting anecdote that connects to your topic.
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MTSTAHES']'O AVCJI}f

The following advice will help you avoid the rnost common rlistakes in writing
introductions.

l. Do not make an announcement. Avoid sentences that begin with "I an]

rvriting to explain' or "This essay will discttss."

2. Keep your introduction short. An introduction that goes beyond trvo para

graphs will probably sound long winded and make your readers irrrpatient.

3. Avoid statements that discourage your readers from continuing. State

ments such as "This process may seem comPlicated, but , . i' may make

your readers apprehensive.

4. Ayoid a casual, over\ farniliar, or chatty tone. OPenings such as "Whoa' did
it surprise me when" or "Yotill never in a million years believe what hap-

pened" are not appropriate for academic or professional writing.

5. Be sure your topic is clear and adequately explained' For example, do uot

begin an essay by stating, "l oPPose Proposition 413 and urge you to vote

against itl' Before stating your position, explain to readers what Proposition
413 is and what it proposes.

Reading ffi writing The Introduction

A good introduction grabs your
attention immediately, making
you want to read more.The
introduction also sets the tone for
the entire essay and tells you what
to expect in the paragraphs that
follow.

Good writers make sure that their
writing fulfills the expectations
created by the introduction.
However, introductions can be
difficult to write. lf you have trouble,
write a tentative inlroductory
paragraph and return to it later.
Once you have written the body o{
your essay, you may find it easier
to complete the introduction.

lilritilirtr {zn Lliectiur C*e"rcir.lsiart

A good essay does not end abruptly with the last supporting or body paragraph.

Instead, a good essay ends with a concise, effective conclusion a seParate Para-
graph that (l) reiterates (without directly restating) the imPortance ofyour thesis

and (2) brings your essay to a satisfying close.

TTPS FOR WRITINC AN EFFECTIVE fiO}{CLLIS]ON

In most essays, the conclusion should summarize your main points and realirm
your thesis. You might also make your conclusion nore memorable and forceful
by using one ofthe following suggestions.



1. Look ahead. Take your readers beyond the scope and time frame ofyotr essay.

2. Remind readers ofthe relevance ofthe issue. Suggest why your thesis is
important.

3. Offer a recommendation or make a call to action. Urge your readers to
take specific steps that follow logically from your thesis.

-1. Discuss broader implications, Point to larger issues not fully addressed in
the essay, but do not introduce a completely new issue.

5. Conclude with a fact, a quotationJ an anecdote, or an example that
emphasizes your thesis. These endings will bring a sense of closure and
connect your essay to the real world.

l'1lS'ff{KESi T0 AVOID

The following advice will helpyou avoid mistakes commonly made in conclusior.ts.

l. Avoid a direct restatement ofyour thesis, An exact repetition ofyour
thesis will make your essay seen dull and mechanical.

l. Avoid standard phrases, Dont use phrases such as "To sum up," "In con
clusion," or "It can be seen, theni'They are routine and tiresome.

,1. Avoid introducing new points in your conclusion. All major points should
have been discussed in the body ofyour essay.

L Avoid apologizing for yourself, your work, or your ideas. Do not say, for
example, 'Although I am only twenty-one, it seems to me."

i. Avoid weakening your stance in the conclusion. For instance, ifyour essay

has criticized someone's behavior, do not back down by saying, 'After all,
shet only human."

Reading S Writing The Conclusion

Reading a good conclusion gives A good conclusion usually gives
you a feeling of satisfaction and you a feeling of accomplishment,
closure. An effective conclusion By closing an essay on a strong
also refers back to the thesis, note, you imply, "l'm satisfied with
helping fix it firmly in your what l've written. l've stated my key
memory. poinls and suppofted them strongly.

I know my readers are going to
respond the way I want them tol'

'.""itit1g a G*od Title

.1r title of your essay should suggest your topic and spark your readers' interest.
l:rending on the purpose, intended audience, and tone ofyour essay, your title
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may be direct and irformative, witty, or intriguing. The following suggestions

will help you write efective titles.

l. Write straightforward, descriptive titles for most academic essays.

Lottedes: A Game Players Can Little Afford

2. Ask a question that your essay answ€rs.

Who Plays the Lottery?

3. Us€ alliteration. Repeating initial sounds, or using alliteration, often
produces a catchy title.

Lottedes: Dreaming about Dollars

4. Consider using a play on words or a catchy or humorous expression. This

technique may work rvell for less formal essays.

lf You win, You Lose

5. Avoid broad, vague titles that sound like labels. Titles such as "Baseball

Fans" or "Gun Control" provide your reader with too little information.

Exercise 7.4

Suggest a title for each ofthe following essays. Try to use each of tl.re above

suggestions at least once.

l. An essay explaining the legal rights of tenants

2. An e)say oppo\ing human cloning

3. An essay on causes and effects ofroad rage

4. An essay comparing fitness routines

5. An essay explaining how to choose a primary-care physician

Reading $ Writing The Title

The title is a key to understanding The title offers you the opportunity
the reading - it offers clues to to summarize your essayt topic,
whal to expect from the writer. approach, content, and point of
It often announces the lopic and view - all in one line.
may suggest the writer's approach
toward it.

Essay in Progress 3

Using the outline or graphic organizer you created in Essay in Progress 2 (p. 132),

write a first draft ofyour essay.


